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ABSTRACT
We report an unexpected variation in the positional offset distributions between Her-

schel -ATLAS sub-millimetre (submm) sources and their optical associations, depend-
ing on both 250-µm signal-to-noise ratio and 250/350-µm colour. We show that redder
and brighter submm sources have optical associations with a broader distribution of
positional offsets than would be expected if these offsets were due to random positional
errors in the source extraction. The observation can be explained by two possible ef-
fects: either red submm sources trace a more clustered population than blue ones, and
their positional errors are increased by confusion; or red submm sources are generally
at high redshifts and are frequently associated with low-redshift lensing structures
which are identified as false counterparts. We perform various analyses of the data,
including the multiplicity of optical associations, the redshift and magnitude distribu-
tions in H-ATLAS in comparison to HerMES, and simulations of weak lensing, and we
conclude that the effects are most likely to be explained by widespread weak lensing of
Herschel -SPIRE sources by foreground structures. This has important consequences
for counterpart identification and derived redshift distributions and luminosity func-
tions of submm surveys.

Key words: galaxies: statistics – submillimetre: galaxies – gravitational lensing:
weak

1 INTRODUCTION

The field of sub-millimetre (submm) astronomy has seen
huge advances over recent years, but one of the most

⋆ Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments
provided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and
with important participation from NASA.
† Email: nbourne22@gmail.com

difficult and persistent issues is unambiguous identifica-
tion of extragalactic sources. Thanks to the negative k–
correction, sensitive instruments such as JCMT/SCUBA-2
(Holland et al. 2013) and Herschel/SPIRE (Pilbratt et al.
2010; Griffin et al. 2010) are able to detect galaxies over
a broad range of redshifts, but this is a double-edged
sword when the resulting confusion in the low-resolution
images leads to ambiguity in matching with sources identi-
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fied at other wavelengths (Hughes et al. 1998; Barger et al.
1999; Smail et al. 2000; Ivison et al. 2002; Chapman et al.
2003; etc). The confusion problem is exacerbated by galaxy
clustering, which increases the chances of galaxies at the
same redshift being blended together in the submm. It can
also be compounded by gravitational lensing, which magni-
fies background sources when a foreground galaxy, group
or cluster is close to the line of sight, hence increasing
the surface density of background sources above a given
flux limit in that line of sight (Blain 1996; Smail et al.
1997; Aretxaga et al. 2011; Noble et al. 2012). When match-
ing submm sources to optical/near-infrared surveys it is
likely that the background source will be detected in the
submm, while only the foreground lens may appear in
the reference survey, so that a false counterpart may be
assigned (Negrello et al. 2007, 2010; González-Nuevo et al.
2012; Wardlow et al. 2013). Hence lensing has the potential
to affect the statistics of (apparent) multi-wavelength coun-
terparts to submm sources (Chapin et al. 2011). Blending
and clustering can also affect these statistics if they change
the positional errors of sources extracted from the submm
images (Hogg 2001; Negrello et al. 2005). It is essential to
quantify these effects in order to fully understand the source
counts, redshifts and luminosity functions of submm galaxies
(SMGs). In the current paper we focus on the observed posi-
tional offsets between SPIRE 250-µm sources and optical as-
sociations which do not follow the expected behaviour. The
measurements are described in Section 2, and in Section 3
we present new evidence for a dependence on submm colour
and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). We explore the potential
interpretations for these observations in terms of clustering
and lensing, and the implications of each, in Section 4.

2 H-ATLAS/SDSS POSITIONAL OFFSETS

The Herschel Astrophysical Terahertz Large Area Survey
(H-ATLAS; Eales et al. 2010) was the largest-area submm
survey conducted with the Herschel Space Observatory,
imaging around 590 deg2 at 100 and 160µm with PACS
(Poglitsch et al. 2010) and 250, 350 and 500µm with SPIRE,
as described by Ibar et al. (2010) and Pascale et al. (2011).
We use data from Phase 1 covering 161 deg2 in three equa-
torial fields at RA of approximately 9h, 12h and 14.5h,
which benefit from extensive multi-wavelength coverage in-
cluding the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al.
2000) and Galaxy and Mass Assembly survey (GAMA;
Driver et al. 2011. Herschel -ATLAS sources were extracted
from the Phase 1 PSF-filtered 250-µm maps as described by
Rigby et al. (2011) and Valiante et al. (in preparation), and
are assumed to be point-like. The source catalogues used
for matching contain 122,862 sources detected at > 5σ at
250µm, corresponding to an average point-source detection
limit of 27 mJy. The optical catalogue was compiled as in
Smith et al. (2011) using all primary objects in SDSS DR7
(Abazajian et al. 2009) with rmodel < 22.4, separating stars,
quasars and galaxies using PSF/model magnitudes, spec-
troscopic redshifts and additional colour criteria. Spectro-
scopic redshifts exist for nine per cent of the r < 22.4 sam-
ple, from the GAMAII redshift catalogue and other spectro-
scopic surveys (Cannon et al. 2006; Abazajian et al. 2009;
Croom et al. 2009; Jones et al. 2009; Ahn et al. 2013), and

Figure 1. Top: central 50 arcsec of the histograms of angular sep-
arations, in RA and Dec respectively, to all SDSS objects within
a 100 arcsec square around each SPIRE source, averaged over
all SPIRE sources in the 5 < SNR < 6 bin. The solid orange
line shows the best-fitting model, consisting of the Gaussian posi-
tional errors of true counterparts, the power-law cross-correlation
for correlated galaxies, and a constant background density. The
dotted blue line shows the residual. Bottom: the results (in RA
only) in the same SNR bin, for the bluest SPIRE sources (left)
and the reddest SPIRE sources (right) reveal a strong dependence
of the width of the distribution on submm colour.

all objects have photometric redshifts from SDSS DR7. For
the analysis in this paper we are interested in the 1,806,701
extragalactic objects in this catalogue. Further details of
the optical catalogue and matching will be published in the
counterpart identifications paper (Bourne et al. in prepara-
tion).

We measure the separations of all SDSS galaxies around
each SPIRE source up to a 50 arcsec separation in RA and
Dec, thus forming a two-dimensional histogram of offsets
between all SPIRE-SDSS pairs. This distribution is assumed
to consist of three components:

n(∆RA,∆Dec) = n0 + Q0f(r) + w(r) ∗ f(r). (1)

These are (i) the constant background density of our SDSS
sample n0 = 9.7×10−4 arcsec−2; (ii) the Gaussian distribu-
tion of radial offsets to true counterparts f(r), representing
the random positional errors, which is normalised by the
fraction of true counterparts which are detected in SDSS
(Q0); and (iii) an additional contribution from correlated
sources given by the cross-correlation w(r) between SPIRE
and SDSS positions, which is convolved with the positional
error function.

If the width, σ, of f(r) is simply the SPIRE positional
error σpos (neglecting the much smaller SDSS positional er-
ror), then measuring this width in ∆RA and ∆Dec should
give results that follow the theoretical form

σth(SNR) = 0.6
FWHM

SNR
(2)

(Ivison et al. 2007), where FWHM and SNR are the beam
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full-width at half-maximum and signal-to-noise ratio (re-
spectively) in the 250-µm image from which the sources were
extracted (FWHM = 18.1 arcsec). This assumes an ideal sit-
uation where for example one submm source has one coun-
terpart in the optical, but the real positional error σpos can
be increased by many effects including the presence of re-
solved sources, heavy confusion (Hogg 2001), and clustering
(Chapin et al. 2011).

Dividing the SPIRE catalogue into bins of 250-µm SNR,
we first estimate w(r) using the modified Landy & Szalay
(1993) estimator (Herranz 2001) to count pairs of data and
random positions as a function of radial separation from
10–120 arcsec, and fit a power-law w(r) = (r/r0)δ. Fits
to all SNR bins at these angular scales are consistent with
an index δ = −0.7 (within ±0.1), equal to the index of
the auto-correlation of SDSS galaxies (Connolly et al. 2002;
Smith et al. 2011). We therefore fix the index to this value
and fit the correlation lengths r0 (in arcsec) of 0.20 ± 0.02
at 5 < SNR < 6, 0.20 ± 0.03 at 6 < SNR < 7, 0.45 ± 0.04 at
7 < SNR < 9, 0.57 ± 0.06 at 9 < SNR < 12. We fix w(r) as
measured in each SNR bin and fit the two-dimensional off-
set histograms on all scales < 50 arcsec with the function in
equation (1), thus obtaining measurements of Q0 and σpos

in ∆RA and ∆Dec in each bin (see Fig. 1 for example).
These and all subsequent fits are obtained using Levenberg-
Marquardt minimisation as implemented in the IDL package
mpfit (Markwardt 2009). Errors are measured from the co-
variance matrix of the parameters, and are scaled by the
square-root of the chi-squared/degrees of freedom.

We examine the behaviour of σpos as a function of SNR
(Fig. 2) and fit a power law to estimate σpos(SNR = 5). In
this way we measure the value of σpos(5) = 3.83 ± 0.02 arc-
sec, with a best-fitting power-law index of −0.68 ± 0.01. In
comparison, Smith et al. (2011) measured a value of σpos =
2.40 ± 0.09 arcsec for all SPIRE sources with SNR > 5.
This value differs from our measurement mainly because
Smith et al. did not bin by SNR, so the brighter sources
would reduce the overall σpos that they measured, and also
because changes in the data reduction have reduced the noise
levels measured in the Phase 1 maps: a 5-σ detection cor-
responds to 27 mJy in the catalogues used here, but was
32 mJy in the catalogue used by Smith et al.

The expected value from equation (2) is σth(5) = 2.17
arcsec, a factor 1.8 smaller than our measurement, while
the measured index of −0.68 is also significantly different
from the expectation of −1 in equation (2), indicating the
presence of factors other than SNR.

3 DEPENDENCE ON SUBMM COLOUR

We can learn more about this problem by considering
whether colour might be a factor in the apparent positional
errors of submm sources. In Fig. 3 we plot the measurements
of σpos obtained by dividing the sample into four bins of SNR
and six bins of S250/S350 colour (examples of fits to two of
these bins are shown in Fig. 1). These bins each contain
between 900 and 8000 SPIRE sources (all but three of the
bluest bins contain more than 2000). Fitting power laws to
these binned results as a function of both SNR and colour,
we measure indices for σpos(SNR) ranging from about zero
in the reddest bins to −1 in the bluest (see Table 1). Likewise

Figure 2. Measured σpos as a function of mean SNR in bins from
the ∆RA and ∆Dec histograms; combined results given by the
geometric mean of σpos(RA) and σpos(Dec). Best-fitting power-
law models with free index (blue dotted line) or fixed index = −1
(orange dashed line) are shown, and the value of σpos(SNR=5) in
the free/fixed-index models is printed in blue/orange. The grey
line shows the theoretical σpos from equation (2).

Table 1. Best-fitting power-law index and normalisation (at
SNR=5) to σpos(SNR) in each colour bin

S250

S350

bin index
σpos(5) χ2

(arcsec) (Ndof=2)

0.8–1.1 +0.15± 0.06 5.41± 0.13 0.4
1.1–1.3 −0.08± 0.04 5.03± 0.08 25.2
1.3–1.5 −0.46± 0.03 4.86± 0.06 25.5
1.5–1.8 −0.67± 0.02 4.20± 0.04 23.5
1.8–2.4 −0.86± 0.01 3.64± 0.03 29.7
2.4–3.0 −0.96± 0.02 3.20± 0.03 2.2

we fit σpos(S250/S350) with indices ranging from −0.66±0.02
(5 < SNR < 6) to −1.21 ± 0.02 (9 < SNR < 12), as shown
in Fig. 3. Evidently there is a smooth bivariate dependence
of σpos on both colour and SNR, which we can describe as

σpos(S,C) = ASαCβ , (3)

S = SNR/5;C = S250

S350
/3.

The best-fitting parameters are A = σpos(1, 1) = 2.54 ±

0.12 arcsec, α = −0.77 ± 0.07 and β = −0.93 ± 0.06 (χ2 =
1243, degrees of freedom Ndof = 21). The high χ2 indicates
that the fit is not perfect, but this is not unexpected since we
do not necessarily expect a power-law dependence on colour.
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Figure 3. Measured σpos in SNR and colour bins, plotted as a
function of mean SNR (top), mean colour (middle), and in the
SNR/colour plane (bottom). Symbols indicate the colour bin in
the first panel, and the SNR bin in the second panel, and the
mean colour or SNR of each is indicated in the legend. Dotted
lines on the first two panels indicate the univariate power-law
fits to each colour or SNR bin, and on the third panel indicate

contours of the bivariate fit. The grey line shows the theoretical
σpos from equation (2).

Hence for the bluest 5-σ sources σpos = 2.54 arcsec,
which is close to the prediction from equation (2) of 2.17 arc-
sec, suggesting that the histogram of offsets for blue sources
is well described by the positional errors of true counter-
parts plus the cross-correlation function. Furthermore, the
width of this histogram for blue sources more closely fol-
lows the predicted SNR−1 dependence given by equation (2),
but that dependence weakens or vanishes for redder SPIRE
sources. We note that some deviation from equation (2) may
be expected from the effects of instrumentation and map-
making, but the dependence on the observed submm colour
in sources extracted from 250-µm positions cannot be ex-
plained in this way.

We tested whether the results could be caused by con-
fusion alone using a simulation in which additional sources
were added into a 250-µm map at random positions, and

then extracted in the same way as the catalogues (see
Valiante et al. in prep. for details of the simulation). For
the simulated sources we found σpos(5) = 2.3 ± 0.1 arcsec
and α = −0.7±0.1, but no difference was found between red
and blue colour bins. We also repeated the analysis with cat-
alogues based on a matched filter extraction (Chapin et al.
2011), which minimises the confusion that affects PSF fil-
tering, and found that σpos for real sources was smaller by
a factor of 0.92 ± 0.04 (based on the fit for A), but followed
similar trends with SNR and colour.

Positional errors in point-source catalogues can be in-
creased if some sources are resolved, although this would be
more common among blue rather than red sources, assum-
ing that colour indicates redshift. We excluded this possibil-
ity by repeating the analysis using only SDSS galaxies with
(spectroscopic or photometric) z > 0.2, and still found a
strong colour dependence.

4 ASTROPHYSICAL INTERPRETATIONS

The increased positional offsets between red SPIRE sources
and their SDSS associations must be attributed to a phe-
nomenon that is widespread among galaxy counterparts (in
order to affect the overall statistics so strongly), and whose
effect increases continuously towards redder and brighter
submm sources. It may be a phenomenon that increases the
positional errors of red SMGs preferentially, or that acts
on a certain population to boost their fluxes at longer wave-
lengths and simultaneously alter their positions, or increases
the chance of alignment between red SMGs and another
galaxy population.

The ubiquitous blending which occurs in single-dish
submm images could play a role here. For example, galax-
ies that are more clustered will suffer the most from blend-
ing and will be flux-boosted at longer wavelengths (due
to coarser resolution), making them appear redder. If the
clustered sources are sufficiently blended they will also suf-
fer greater positional uncertainties due to the movement of
the centroid when multiple point sources are superimposed.
The implication of this is that SMGs of different colours
may have differing positional uncertainties as a result of
confusion, which must be taken into account in the prob-
abilities assigned to potential counterparts. This scenario
may be supported by recent work suggesting that many
high-redshift SMGs in single-dish surveys could be blends
(Ivison et al. 2002, 2007; Hayward et al. 2013; Hodge et al.
2013; although see also Karim et al. 2013; Koprowski et al.
2013; Targett et al. 2013). However, we note that the red-
shift distribution of the wide and shallow H-ATLAS is very
different to that of most submm surveys, and the average
number of sources per beam will be smaller because more
sources are at low redshifts (z . 0.5).

An alternative hypothesis is that gravitational lens-
ing can also affect the offset distribution. Differential k–
corrections in the optical and submm mean that an ap-
parent optical counterpart is likely to be a foreground lens,
while the submm survey detects only the lensed image of
the background source, which is offset from the lens itself.
The lensed image may be visible in a deep optical/near-
IR image but is likely to be too faint for SDSS. Lens-
ing does not alter the colour of the source, but the lens-
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ing optical depth increases with source redshift and will
therefore be increased for redder submm samples (submm
colour is a rough indicator of redshift, e.g. Amblard et al.
2010). Furthermore, the magnification of the lensed source
means that this effect is more likely to be seen in submm
sources with higher fluxes. Lapi et al. (2012) predict number
counts of lenses that make up a significant fraction of the
total number counts at 350µm, especially for log(S350) &

1.5 (see also Negrello et al. 2007; Lapi et al. 2011), which
is supported by observational evidence in the H-ATLAS-
selected lens sample of González-Nuevo et al. (2012). Sev-
eral observational studies have measured significant lensing-
induced cross-correlation signals between high-redshift
SMGs and low-redshift galaxy populations (Almaini et al.
2005; Wang et al. 2011; González-Nuevo et al. 2014; al-
though Blake et al. 2006 report a non-detection), as well
as boosting of submm source counts resulting from lensing
by foreground large-scale structure (Aretxaga et al. 2011;
Noble et al. 2012). If this is the explanation for our results,
then the positional errors are not dependent on colour, but a
large fraction of Herschel sources are weakly lensed and are
likely to be mis-identified with the lens when the true opti-
cal counterpart is below the limiting magnitude (consistent
with the conclusions of González-Nuevo et al. 2012).

4.1 Lensing or Clustering?

We can try to discriminate between these two scenarios by
looking for differences between the populations of counter-
parts to red and blue H-ATLAS sources. We estimate the
distributions of r-band magnitude, absolute magnitude Mr,
redshift and g− i colour for ‘true’ counterparts to H-ATLAS
sources. To estimate rest-frame Mr and g − i we apply k-
corrections by fitting the gri photometry using kcorrect

v4.2 (Blanton & Roweis 2007), with the redshifts described
in Section 2, and measuring the distributions from the 80
per cent of fits which have χ2 < 10. We determine the dis-
tribution of each quantity (r, Mr, etc) for all SDSS sources
within 10 arcsec of all H-ATLAS sources, and subtract the
‘background’ distribution of SDSS sources within 10 arc-
sec of the same number of random positions in the same
fields. We normalise this by Q0 from equation (1), i.e. the
estimated fraction of H-ATLAS sources in that bin which
have a counterpart above the r-band limit of the catalogue
(see Smith et al. 2011). Note that this method for sampling
the population of counterparts removes random associations
only, and can still be contaminated by foreground lenses and
correlated objects.

Figure 4 shows the distributions of optical properties es-
timated in this way, for H-ATLAS sources in bins of submm
colour. The results of a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (shown
on the figure) indicate that the distributions of blue and
red submm sources are significantly different. The r-band
and redshift distributions show that the optical counter-
parts to red submm sources are fewer, fainter and at higher
redshifts compared to those of blue submm sources, but
have no strong predisposition with respect to optical colour.
These results are to be expected if submm colour is pri-
marily dependent on redshift. If submm-red galaxies are
either more strongly clustered or more likely to be lensed
by a galaxy then we might expect their optical associa-
tions to have redder optical colours and brighter absolute

Table 2. Statistics of matching candidates in SDSS within 10 arc-
sec of SPIRE sources in bins of SNR and colour

SNR bin
S250

S350

bin 5–6 6–7 7–9 9–12

average no. matches in 10 arcsec
0.8–1.3 1.22 1.25 1.26 1.28
1.3–1.8 1.34 1.39 1.43 1.48
1.8–3.0 1.42 1.50 1.57 1.61

fraction with > 1 match
0.8–1.3 0.17 0.20 0.20 0.21
0.3–1.8 0.26 0.29 0.31 0.34
1.8–3.0 0.32 0.36 0.41 0.43

magnitudes, since these properties are associated both with
increased clustering (Zehavi et al. 2011) and with (strong)
lenses (Auger et al. 2009). The results show no evidence for
such tendencies, but we note that lensing by galaxy groups
would be consistent with this null result.

Another possible discriminator between the clustering
and lensing explanations is in the multiplicity of potential
counterparts. We find that submm-red H-ATLAS sources
on average have fewer SDSS candidate matches within a
10 arcsec radius than blue ones in a given SNR bin, and
are about half as likely to have more than one potential
counterpart within that radius (Table 2). This radius corre-
sponds to around 20 kpc at z = 0.1, and 65 kpc at z = 0.5.
This result reinforces the interpretation that the offset dis-
tribution is not broadened by correlated neighbours, since
these would increase the number of candidate matches (al-
though we have only accounted for correlated neighbours
within the SDSS magnitude limit). We further tested this
possibility by repeating the analysis using only the near-
est SDSS counterpart to each SPIRE source, and found
results (shown in Fig. 5) similar to those from all SDSS-
SPIRE pairs: A = 2.24 ± 0.12 arcsec, α = −0.73 ± 0.07,
β = −1.05 ± 0.06 (χ2/Ndof = 3821/21). The results are
therefore not simply caused by a failure to account for the
correlation function, since even the nearest counterparts on
the sky have greater offsets for red submm sources.

A redshift cut could provide a test of the lensing hy-
pothesis, since lensing magnification is greatest when the
lens is halfway between the source and observer in angular-
diameter distance. For this reason, and due to the redshift
distribution of SMGs, strong lenses (with magnifications
greater than 2) are exceptionally rare at z < 0.1. Our re-
sults are more likely to be affected by weak lensing with
lower magnifications, since this is much more common, but
weak lensing will also be correspondingly reduced at the
lowest redshifts. We divided our SDSS sample into two red-
shift bins to test whether the colour dependence is equally
strong in SDSS associations at low redshifts. We used the
spectroscopic and photometric redshifts described in Sec-
tion 2. In order to avoid bias in the fluxes and colours
of resolved SPIRE sources at low redshifts we substituted
the extended flux measurements for resolved sources (as
in Rigby et al. 2011) in place of the PSF-filtered measure-
ments used hitherto. Repeating the σpos(SNR,colour) anal-
ysis with all SPIRE sources, and with 76,460 and 1,734,476
SDSS sources at z < 0.1 and z > 0.1 respectively, we found
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Figure 4. Distributions of optical properties and redshifts of the SDSS counterparts to SPIRE sources, as a fraction of the total number
of SPIRE sources in each of three submm colour bins. The background SDSS distributions are shown in grey. Absolute magnitudes Mr

and g − i colours are k-corrected to the rest frame. In each panel we show the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic (D) computed from the
bluest and reddest bin, and the associated probability (P ) that the two samples are drawn from the same distribution.

a lesser colour dependence but stronger SNR dependence
in the best fit to equation (3): A = 2.75 ± 0.21 arcsec,
α = −1.31 ± 0.12, β = −0.43 ± 0.09 in the low redshift
sample; and A = 2.99 ± 0.10 arcsec, α = −1.06 ± 0.05,
β = −0.36±0.04 in the high redshift sample (compared with
A = 2.54±0.12 arcsec, α = −0.77±0.07, β = −0.93±0.06 as
measured in the full sample). The fact that reduced colour
dependence is seen in each of these bins relative to that in
the full sample suggests that the colour dependence is at
least partially caused by different σpos behaviour at differ-
ent redshifts. There is, however, no evidence that the colour
dependence is weaker at z < 0.1 than z > 0.1, but the mea-
surement of σpos may be sensitive to different effects in the
various colour and redshift bins, and crucially we do not
know the redshifts of the SPIRE sources themselves. For ex-
ample, blue SPIRE sources and low-redshift SDSS galaxies
are likely to be cospatial and associations will be dominated
by true counterparts and galaxy clustering. Conversely, it
is unlikely that many red SPIRE sources (especially with
S250/S350 . 1) are at z < 0.1, and their SDSS associations
in this redshift range could be dominated by lensing struc-
tures. In that case the measured σpos probes fundamentally
different mechanisms for blue and red SPIRE sources, and
the colour dependence of that measurement is hard to pre-
dict. Finally, we note that SPIRE sources at low redshifts
will suffer from increased positional errors due to being (at
least marginally) resolved, and the errors on their fluxes (and
colours) are also increased relative to point sources. This
means that our measurements probably over-estimate the
positional errors of point sources, and the SNR and colour
dependence could be affected by all of these uncertainties.

4.2 A Comparison with HerMES

If lensing is responsible for the broadening of the offset distri-
butions then we should see a greater number of associations
to the red SPIRE sources than if we were only detecting
true counterparts. We can explore this possibility by com-
paring the fraction of H-ATLAS sources with a counterpart
in SDSS with the fraction that would be obtained in Her-
MES (Oliver et al. 2012) using the same selection criteria.
This is instructive since HerMES counterparts are much less

likely to suffer from false identifications with lenses due to
the use of 24-µm priors at 3.6-µm positions, which have po-
sitional errors ∼ 1 arcsec (Roseboom et al. 2010). We used
HerMES catalogues from HeDaM,1 which contain a total
of 13760 sources with S250 > 27.1 mJy (our average flux
limit) in the EGS and UDS fields. We matched these with
deep (rAB < 25) optical catalogues from the CFHTLS wide
survey,2, using a 3-arcsec search radius, and found 12840
matches (93 per cent) in total, and 4960 (36 per cent) with
rAB < 22.4 (the SDSS limit used for H-ATLAS matching).
To replicate the red sample, 5896 of the HerMES sources
have S250/S350 < 1.3, of which 781 (13 per cent) have a
match with rAB < 22.4. These percentages differ by up to
three per cent between the EGS and UDS fields as a result of
cosmic variance. In comparison, the best fitting normalisa-
tions (Q0) of the offset distributions from Section 3 indicate
that 43 per cent of red sources in H-ATLAS have a galaxy
counterpart at r < 22.4 in SDSS. A more rigorous analy-
sis of the fraction of H-ATLAS sources with SDSS galaxy
counterparts following the method of Fleuren et al. (2012)
yields a value of 33±2 per cent for the same red sample, and
51.4±0.1 per cent for all SPIRE sources (this estimate avoids
bias from clustered and multiple counterparts; see Bourne
et al. in preparation). These would appear to be boosted by
false counterparts if the corresponding fractions in HerMES
are 13 per cent of red sources and 36 per cent of all sources
(S250 > 27.1 mJy).

Similar conclusions can be drawn from the redshift dis-
tribution of the HerMES sources in these samples: the photo-
z catalogue from CFHTLS (Ilbert et al. 2006; Coupon et al.
2009) has reliable redshifts (0 < z < 6) for 67 per cent
of the sample (those with iAB < 24), of which 35 per
cent overall (and 15 per cent of the red sample) are at
z < 0.5. A smaller but more complete redshift sample is
provided by the deep CANDELS photo-z catalogue of the
EGS (Dahlen et al. 2013),3 with redshifts for all 457 matches
in the overlap region. In this subset 107 (23± 2 per cent) of
all SPIRE sources with S250 > 27.1 mJy are at z < 0.5, but

1 http://hedam.lam.fr/HerMES/index/survey
2 http://terapix.iap.fr/rubrique.php?id_rubrique=268
3 https://rainbowx.fis.ucm.es/Rainbow_navigator_public/

http://hedam.lam.fr/HerMES/index/survey
http://terapix.iap.fr/rubrique.php?id_rubrique=268
https://rainbowx.fis.ucm.es/Rainbow_navigator_public/
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Figure 5. Measured σpos in SNR and colour bins, as in Fig. 3,
but for the nearest SDSS galaxy to each SPIRE source.

only 21 (10 ± 2 per cent) of the 213 red SPIRE sources are
at z < 0.5. The errors due to cosmic variance are about 20
per cent of these numbers, using the Cosmic Variance Cal-
culator (Trenti & Stiavelli 2008).4 The redshift histograms
in Fig. 4 suggest that significantly higher fractions (49 per
cent of all, and 31 per cent of red sources) in H-ATLAS are
at z < 0.5. In summary, the comparison with flux-matched
samples in HerMES suggests that the apparent fraction of
H-ATLAS sources with low-redshift, SDSS-detected coun-
terparts is considerably boosted by false associations, which
are likely to be at lower redshifts than the sources them-
selves.

4.3 Lensing Simulations

We can further explore the plausibility of a lensing bias
in the positional offsets with simulations of SMG lensing.
González-Nuevo et al. (2014) simulated the effects of weak
lensing (magnifications < 2) by galaxies and large-scale
structure on the cross-correlation between high-redshift

4 http://casa.colorado.edu/~trenti/CosmicVariance.html

sources in H-ATLAS (Phase 1) and low-redshift galaxies in
SDSS. They selected a SPIRE sample with S250 > 35 mJy,
SNR350 > 3, and no SDSS counterpart with reliability > 0.8,
thus sampling redshifts & 1.5 (see Lapi et al. 2011); and a
sample of SDSS galaxies with r < 22 and photometric red-
shifts 0.2 6 z 6 0.6. They ran three sets of simulations, each
using the SDSS sample as the foreground population and
randomising the positions of the SPIRE background sample
in 1920 Monte-Carlo realisations. In the first set of simula-
tions they modelled the effects of weak lensing by galaxy-
sized single-isothermal-sphere (SIS) haloes; in the second
they replaced these with cluster-sized Navarro-Frenk-White
(NFW) haloes; and in the third they included no lensing.
We use the difference between the simulations with lensing
and the one without, to determine the lensing-induced ex-
cess of SDSS objects in each radial bin around the average
high-redshift SPIRE source.

In Fig. 6 we show our observed histograms of radial
offsets (integrated azimuthally) from each SPIRE source to
all SDSS galaxies, averaged over all SPIRE sources in two
bins of colour and two of SNR. For comparison, the best-
fitting Gaussian positional error functions of counterparts
described in Section 3 and the theoretical ones given by
equation (2) are plotted as blue dashed and dotted lines
respectively (the normalisation of both of these matches the
normalisation of the fits in Fig. 3). The predictions from the
simulations (plotted in green and orange) indicate a broad
distribution of offsets for the lensing excess, due to either
galaxy-sized or cluster-sized haloes respectively. The sim-
ulated offset distributions are calculated per SPIRE source
and are the same in each bin, but to simulate the effect of po-
sitional errors in extracted sources they have been convolved
with a Gaussian whose width is the measured σpos of blue
SPIRE sources in the same SNR bin (assuming that the blue
bin contains negligible broadening from lensing). The nor-
malisation of the predicted offset distribution depends on the
SPIRE flux limit, although the radial form does not change.
The simulated sources are extracted at 350µm with a range
of flux limits but these are not directly comparable to the ob-
servations of sources extracted at 250µm, since the fraction
of 250-µm sources which are lensed will be lower than that of
350-µm sources of the same flux (Lapi et al. 2011). Further-
more the observations are not limited to any redshift range,
while the simulations are limited to SPIRE redshifts & 1.5
and SDSS redshifts 0.2 6 z 6 0.6. We therefore show the ra-
dial form of the predictions in Fig. 6, but the normalisation
of each line is rescaled so that the total excess associations
from the lensing simulation is equal to the sum of the mea-
sured SDSS offset histogram for bright (9 < SNR < 12), red
(0.8 < S250/S350 < 1.3) submm sources (i.e. the histogram
in the lower-right panel of Fig. 6). This provides a maximal
upper limit on the contribution from lensing-induced offsets
at 250µm, under the assumption of no true counterparts or
direct physical correlation with SDSS galaxies.

The SPIRE colour bins might be considered to sample
different redshift ranges, and so we would expect the great-
est lensing contribution in the red (highest-redshift) bin. The
simulated upper-limit lensing contributions are shown in all
bins for comparison, but we expect the true lensing contri-
bution to be much lower in the blue bin since it is dominated
by lower-redshift sources which are less likely to be lensed
and more likely to have an SDSS counterpart.

http://casa.colorado.edu/~trenti/CosmicVariance.html
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We can see that the offsets for blue SPIRE sources are
indeed well described by a reasonably narrow Gaussian at
small scales, although it is apparent that this is broader than
the theoretical expectation. The profile at larger radii will
include physical correlations with other galaxies at the same
redshifts as the SPIRE sources, although it may also be bi-
ased by lensing structures. For red SPIRE sources we see
that the best-fitting Gaussian is biased to a much broader
width than expected, and the profile is likely to be a combi-
nation of a relatively small number of true counterparts at
small radii (with offsets similar to the counterparts to blue
SPIRE sources) and lensing structures at larger radii. The
profile expected from galaxy-cluster lensing at radii & 8 arc-
sec is consistent with the excess in associations to SPIRE
sources, and the upper limit is consistent with the data.
The predictions for galaxy-galaxy lensing peak at smaller
radii and could be responsible for associations at separations
. 5 arcsec. Intermediate-sized haloes (i.e. groups) could also
introduce correlations at scales intermediate between those
of galaxies and clusters.

The results show that in principle it is quite possible
for lensing-induced ‘matches’ to contribute significantly to
the offset histograms of candidate matches to red SPIRE
sources, and that galaxy-galaxy lensing should be important
only at small angular separations, but large-scale-structure
lensing will dominate at larger separations. The alterna-
tive explanation is that the associations at large separations
are due to physical correlations between SPIRE and SDSS
sources at the same redshifts, but in that case the red SPIRE
sources must be at low redshift and should have enough
counterparts in SDSS for the f(r) term to be visible above
the larger-scale cross-correlation, as it is in the histograms
for blue SPIRE sources.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that Herschel -SPIRE sources of different
submm colours have different distributions of positional off-
sets from their SDSS associations. We demonstrate a smooth
dependence of these offsets on submm SNR (or flux) and
colour, and investigate whether the results could arise from
blending of clustered sources or from widespread (weak)
lensing of SMGs. We have conducted various statistical tests
and find that (i) red submm sources are less likely to have
multiple optical associations; (ii) the colour dependence is
also observed when counting only the nearest potential coun-
terpart to each submm source; (iii) the colour dependence is
weaker when optical associations are sought within a limited
redshift range. These observations argue against clustering
(which would increase multiplicity but not affect the near-
est counterpart unless it is severely blended) and in favour
of lensing (which increases correlations between sources at
different redshifts) as the explanation for increased offsets
for red submm sources.

Furthermore, our results imply that the number of red
submm sources with apparent counterparts in SDSS is sig-
nificantly higher in H-ATLAS than for equivalent submm
and r-band limits in HerMES, again probably due to a bias
from lenses. These results have important implications for
the identification of optical counterparts to sources in Her-

schel and other single-dish submm surveys, and hence for

the derived redshifts and luminosity functions. The problem
of mis-identifying a galaxy in a lensing structure as the coun-
terpart to a higher redshift SMG may be more common than
previously thought – not just as a result of relatively rare
strong lensing events, but also due to ubiquitous weak lens-
ing of red SMGs. This has an impact on the source counts
in all surveys, independent of optical associations, hence it
needs to be taken into account in evolutionary models for
number counts.

Simulations of weak lensing by galaxies and large-scale
structure suggest that in principle this effect could bias the
offset distributions of SPIRE-SDSS associations, although
further work is needed to ascertain whether it is suffi-
ciently common among 250-µm-selected sources. Observa-
tional work can also be used to confirm the interpretation,
in particular matching statistical samples of red Herschel

sources to radio counterparts would help ascertain whether
these are more likely to be lensed or clustered in comparison
to bluer Herschel sources.
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